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S C H E D U L E S

SCHEDULE 3

SISTING OF CONSISTORIAL ACTIONS (SCOTLAND)

Discretionary sists
9 (1) Where before the beginning of the proof in any consistorial action which is

continuing in the Court of Session or in a sheriff court, it appears to the court
concerned—

(a) that any other proceedings in respect of the marriage in question or capable
of affecting its validity are continuing in another jurisdiction, and

(b) that the balance of fairness (including convenience) as between the parties
to the marriage is such that it is appropriate for those other proceedings to
be disposed of before further steps are taken in the action in the said court,

the court may then if it thinks fit sist that action.

(2) In considering the balance of fairness and convenience for the purposes of sub-
paragraph (1)0) above, the court shall have regard to all factors appearing to be
relevant, including the convenience of witnesses and any delay or expense which
may result from the proceedings being sisted, or not being sisted.

(3) Sub-paragraph (1) above is without prejudice to the duty imposed on the Court of
Session by paragraph 8 above.

(4) If, at any time after the beginning of the proof in any consistorial action which is
pending in the Court of Session or a sheriff court, the court concerned is satisfied that
a person has failed to perform the duty imposed on him in respect of the action and
any such other proceedings as aforesaid by paragraph 7 above, sub-paragraph (1) of
this paragraph shall have effect in relation to that action and to the other proceedings
as if the words " before the beginning of the proof " were omitted ; but no action in.
respect of the failure of a person to perform such a duty shall be competent.


